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Abstract

Batch Normalization (BN) and its variants has been extensively studied for neural nets in various computer vision tasks, but relatively little work has been dedicated to studying the effect of BN in continual learning. To that end, we develop a new update patch for BN, particularly tailored for the exemplar-based class-incremental learning (CIL). The main issue of BN in CIL is the imbalance of training data between current and past tasks in a mini-batch, which makes the empirical mean and variance as well as the learnable affine transformation parameters of BN heavily biased toward the current task — contributing to the forgetting of past tasks. While one of the recent BN variants has been developed for "online" CIL, in which the training is done with a single epoch, we show that their method does not necessarily bring gains for "offline" CIL, in which a model is trained with multiple epochs on the imbalanced training data. The main reason for the ineffectiveness of their method lies in not fully addressing the data imbalance issue, especially in computing the gradients for learning the affine transformation parameters of BN. Accordingly, our new hyperparameter-free variant, dubbed as Task-Balanced BN (TBBN), is proposed to more correctly resolve the imbalance issue by making a horizontally-concatenated task-balanced batch using both reshape and repeat operations during training. Based on our experiments on class incremental learning of CIFAR-100, ImageNet-100, and five dissimilar task datasets, we demonstrate that our TBBN, which works exactly the same as the vanilla BN in the inference time, is easily applicable to most existing exemplar-based offline CIL algorithms and consistently outperforms other BN variants.

1. Introduction

In recent years, continual learning (CL) has been actively studied to efficiently learn a neural network on sequentially arriving datasets while eliminating the process of re-training from scratch at each arrival of a new dataset [9]. However, since the model is typically trained on a dataset that is heavily skewed toward the current task at each step, the resulting neural network often suffers from suboptimal trade-off between stability and plasticity [25] during CL. To overcome this issue, various studies have been focused on addressing the so-called catastrophic forgetting phenomenon [9, 28].

Among different CL settings, the class-incremental learning (CIL) setting where the classifier needs to learn previously unseen classes at each incremental step has recently drawn attention due to its practicality [1, 3, 6, 12, 15, 26, 39, 42, 44]. Most state-of-the-art CIL algorithms maintain a small exemplar memory to store a subset of previously used training data and combine it with the current task dataset to mitigate the forgetting of past knowledge. A key issue of exemplar-based CIL is that the model prediction becomes heavily biased towards more recently learned classes, due to the imbalance between the training data from the current task (that are abundantly available) and past tasks (with limited access through exemplar memory). In response, recently proposed solutions to biased predictions include bias correction [39], unified classifier [15], and separated softmax [1], which greatly improved the overall accuracy of CIL methods across all classes learned so far.

Despite such progress, relatively less focus has been made on backbone architectures under CIL on computer vision tasks. Specifically, the popular CNN-based models (e.g., ResNet [13]) are mainly used as feature extractors, and those models are equipped with Batch Normalization (BN) [17] by default. However, since BN is designed for single-task training on CNNs, applying BN directly to exemplar-based CIL results in statistics biased toward the current task due to the imbalance between current and past tasks’ data in a mini-batch. Recently, [29] pointed out this issue in CIL, dubbed as cross-task normalization effect, and proposed a new normalization scheme called Continual Normalization...
(CN), which applies Group Normalization (GN) [40] across the channel dimension before running BN across the batch dimension. Therefore, the difference in feature distributions among tasks is essentially removed by GN, and the following BN computes task-balanced mean and variance statistics which is shown to outperform vanilla BN on online CIL settings.

In this paper, we argue that CN only partially resolves the bias issue in exemplar-based CIL. Specifically, we find that the gradients on the affine transformation parameters remain biased towards the current task when using CN. As a result, it leads to inconsistent performance gains in the offline CIL setting, which is considered more practical than online CIL. To this end, we propose a simple yet novel hyperparameter-free normalization layer, dubbed as Task-Balanced Batch Normalization (TBBN), which effectively resolves the bias issue. Our method employs adaptive reshape and repeat operations on the mini-batch feature map during training in order to compute task-balanced normalization statistics and gradients for learning the affine transformation parameters. Our method does not require any hyperparameter as the size-inputs for reshape and repeat operations are determined adaptively. Furthermore, the application of TBBN during testing is identical to vanilla BN, requiring no change on the backbone architecture. Through extensive offline CIL experiments on CIFAR-100, ImageNet-100, and five dissimilar task datasets, we show that a simple replacement of BN layers in the backbone CNN model with TBBN benefits most state-of-the-art exemplar-based CIL algorithms towards an additional boost in performance. Our analysis shows that the gain of TBBN is consistent across various backbone architectures and datasets, suggesting its potential to become a correct choice for exemplar-based offline CIL algorithms.

2. Related Work

Exemplar-based CIL. Among various work in offline CIL, iCaRL [30] is the first to propose an exemplar-based method via utilization of nearest-mean-of-exemplars classification and representation learning. EEIL [6] next devised a distillation-based CIL method with both balanced fine-tuning and representative memory updating. BiC [39] focused on the biased prediction aspect due to data imbalance in CIL and proposed a novel yet simple idea to attach an additional layer that corrects biased predictions. Inspired by LWF [21], LUCIR [15] developed a method that overcomes catastrophic forgetting via a more sophisticated cosine normalization-based loss function. PODNet [12] proposed another distillation-based method that focuses on spatial-based loss to reduce representation forgetting. Most recently, two state-of-the-art knowledge distillation-based CIL methods have been proposed. First, SS-IL [1] demonstrated that a pure softmax mainly causes biased predictions in CIL, leading to the Separated Softmax layer that achieved significant performance gains. Second, AFC [18] devised a novel regularization for knowledge distillation to minimize the changes of important features when learning new tasks.

On the other hand, online CIL also has attracted attention [2-33], but their performance is significantly lower in the benchmark (e.g., CIFAR-100) than offline CIL counterparts, as reported in the survey paper [23].

Normalization layer. One initial motivation for devising Batch Normalization (BN) [17] was to address internal covariate shift of a neural net. However, the belief in internal covariate shift was broken by follow-up studies, and the benefits from BN in terms of training perspective were analyzed in various directions [4, 32]. Thereafter, several normalization layers devised for various computer vision tasks have been proposed, each with their respective advantages [14, 16, 22, 37, 40], and for more diverse tasks, such as meta-learning [5], domain adaptation [38], task-incremental learning [20], and online CL [29].

3. Preliminaries

Notation. We assume the setting of offline CIL as proposed in [1]: namely, a dataset $D_t$ for each task $t$ arrives incrementally, and we use $T$ to denote the total number of tasks. Each $D_t$ consists of pairs of an input image $x_i$ and its target label $y_i$. We assume that each incrementally added task introduces $m$ new classes that the model has never observed previously, and hence the total number of classes observed until task $t$ equals $C_t = m \cdot t$. Therefore, the target label in each task is labeled as $y_i \in \{C_t-1 + 1, \ldots, C_t\} \triangleq C_t$. To save exemplars from previous tasks, we use exemplar memory denoted by $M$. While $M$ is updated via a sampling algorithm after training on each task, the memory size is set to not exceed $|M|$ over the entire course of tasks.

In particular, exemplar memory $M_{t-1}$ maintains $|M|/C_{t-1}$ images for each past class and is used for training task $t$. To merge instances from current as well as previous tasks, we consider a training mini-batch of $B = B_c + B_p$, where $B_c$ and $B_p$ denote the number of data samples from $D_t$ and $M_{t-1}$, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that each mini-batch $(x^K, y^K) \sim (D_t \cup M_{t-1})$ is a concatenation of $B_c$ samples from $D_t$ with $B_p$ samples from $M_{t-1}$: $x^K = \{x_1; \ldots, x_{B_c}; x_{B_c+1}; \ldots; x_{B_c+B_p}\}$ and $y^K = \{y_1; \ldots, y_{B_c}; y_{B_c+1}; \ldots; y_{B_c+B_p}\}$ with $(x_i, y_i)_{i=1}^{B_c} \subset D_t$ and $(x_i, y_i)_{i=B_c+1}^{B_c+B_p} \subset M_{t-1}$. Note that $B_c$ is greater than $B_p$ in typical CIL settings, and it is this imbalance that is generally known to cause predictions biased towards the current task [1, 18, 29]. Therefore, we set the sampling ratio between $B_c$ and $B_p$ as $B_c : B_p = 3 : 1$ in our experiments. Lastly, we use $h \in \mathbb{R}^{B \times C \times D}$ to denote the input feature map for an intermediate BN layer given $x^K$ as input. Here, $C$ and $D$ denote the number of channels and feature dimension, respectively.
**Batch Normalization.** Due to its powerful practicality and efficiency, Batch Normalization (BN) [17] has been the go-to normalization layer across various state-of-the-art neural network architectures [13, 34, 36]. During training, BN calculates the empirical mean $\hat{\mu} \in \mathbb{R}^C$ and variance $\hat{\sigma}^2 \in \mathbb{R}^C$ of the given mini-batch as

$$
\hat{\mu}_c = \frac{1}{BD} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \sum_{d=1}^{D} h_{b,c,d}, \quad \hat{\sigma}^2_c = \frac{1}{BD} \sum_{b=1}^{B} \sum_{d=1}^{D} (h_{b,c,d} - \hat{\mu}_c)^2.
$$

(1)

The feature map $h$ is then normalized to have zero-mean unit-variance using $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{\sigma}^2$ to obtain $\hat{h} \in \mathbb{R}^{B \times C \times D}$. The normalized feature $\hat{h}$ is lastly affine-transformed with a trainable scale and shift parameters $\gamma, \beta \in \mathbb{R}^C$ to $y$:

$$
\hat{h}_b = \frac{h_b - \hat{\mu} \cdot 1^T}{\sqrt{\hat{\sigma}^2 \cdot 1^T + \epsilon \cdot 1^T}}
$$

(2)

$$
y_i = \gamma \cdot 1^T \odot \hat{h}_b + \beta \cdot 1^T,
$$

(3)

in which $1 \in \mathbb{R}^D$ is the all-1 vector, $\odot$ denotes the element-wise multiplication, and $b$ is the data index within the mini-batch. Note the division and $\sqrt{}$ in (2) are also done in an element-wise sense. The $\epsilon$ term is a small value added for numerical stability, which we set as $\epsilon = 10^{-5}$ in the experiments. It is worth noting that $\gamma$ and $\beta$ are trained by computing the gradients

$$
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \gamma_c} = \sum_{b,d=1}^{B,D} \frac{\partial L}{\partial y_{b,c,d}} \odot \hat{h}_{b,c,d}, \quad \frac{\partial L}{\partial \beta_c} = \sum_{b,d=1}^{B,D} \frac{\partial L}{\partial y_{b,c,d}}
$$

(4)

under a loss function $L$. For the normalization in the test phase, running $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ are updated incrementally at each $i$-th training iteration via exponential moving average:

$$
\mu_{(i)} = \alpha \cdot 1^T \odot \hat{\mu}_{(i-1)} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot 1^T \odot \mu_{(i-1)}
$$

$$
\sigma^2_{(i)} = \alpha \cdot 1^T \odot \hat{\sigma}^2_{(i)} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot \frac{V - 1}{V} \cdot 1^T \odot \sigma^2_{(i-1)}
$$

(5)

in which $V = B \cdot D$ represents the vessel’s correction, and $\alpha$ is the momentum hyperparameter generally set as 0.1.

### 4. Main Method

#### 4.1. Motivation

While exemplar memory is essential for achieving state-of-the-art performance in offline CIL [24], most methods use well-known backbone classification models (e.g., ResNet-18 [13]) with vanilla BN layers without much scrutiny over the issue of data-imbalance between current and previous tasks. One notable exception is Continual Normalization (CN) [29], but CN has only shown promise in online CIL settings where the data-imbalance causes relatively less of an impact than in offline CIL due to the single epoch learning. It is not clear whether CN is also effective in offline CIL, where the imbalanced mini-batches are used for multiple epochs. We conjecture that while CN performs task-balancing by normalizing each channel (or groups of channels) along the spatial dimension, this comes at a cost in discriminative power as it normalizes features from all tasks equally without any separation between tasks. In a later section, we find through experimentation that this limitation is especially detrimental in offline CIL, as CN leads to negligible gain over BN or even worse performance in some cases.

For a concrete motivation, we consider a toy example to reflect upon the necessity of devising a correct BN mechanism for the exemplar memory-based CIL. Consider a synthetic input feature distribution for an intermediate BN layer shown in Figure 1(a). Figure 1(a) visualizes 2-D data samples generated from a mixture of four different Gaussian distributions, each representing the feature distribution for each given task. In a joint training setting, the mini-batch samples are uniformly sampled across four tasks, and thus the empirical mean and variance obtained from BN would approximate the true population mean and variance. Such mean and variance will then successfully standardize the samples in a mini-batch during both training and testing phases via the procedure given in (2) and (3).

In an exemplar memory-based CIL setting, however, there is a severe imbalance among samples in the training mini-batch, since the majority of the samples comes from the current task (Task 4) as shown in Figure 1(b). In this case, the mean and variance calculated by the BN layer is clearly biased towards those of the current task, failing to match the true statistics at test time. In other words, using the biased mean and variance obtained during training to normalize test samples leads the samples to deviate from a standardized distribution. It is evident that such mismatch between the train and test sample distributions can cause performance deterioration since the trainable parameters in BN are obtained from normalized training samples. An obvious remedy would be to obtain the task-balanced empirical mean and variance during training, and use them in the BN layer to normalize the test samples. Figure 1(c) and 1(d) highlight the difference between the test normalization done by CN and our TBBN, respectively, which computes the empirical mean and variance from the mini-batch in Figure 1(b). Note that while both successfully normalize test samples in a task-balanced way, CN tends to lose the discriminative structure among the tasks due to the intermediate GN step. In constrast, our TBBN, as will be described in details below, normalizes the test data features while maintaining the discriminative structure.

In addition to the mismatch during test time, a naïve application of BN on the biased mini-batch samples can also

---

*In fact, we generated 20 dimensional Gaussian vectors, which is generated by concatenating i.i.d. 2-D Gaussians 10 times, and only the first two dimensions are shown in the figures. The normalization by CN and TBBN shown in Figure 1(c)(d) are done by obtaining the statistics from the entire 20 dimensions (which exemplifies the channel dimension in a feature map).*
cause an issue during training. That is, when training for a current task (e.g., Task 4 in Figure 1) is finished, the empirical mean and variance obtained by a BN layer would be heavily biased towards the most recent task. When a new task arrives (say, Task 5), since only a small number of samples from Task 4 is saved in the exemplar memory, the new empirical mean and variance will now become biased towards Task 5, drifting away from the previous statistics updated via the exponential moving average in (5). This mismatch during training can also significantly alter the learned representations of the past task samples in the exemplar memory after normalization. Therefore, this necessitates re-training of subsequent layers, unintentionally causing forgetting of previously learned representations.

With regards to the two aforementioned issues, we argue that it is crucial to calculate the task-balanced mean and variance for BN layers in exemplar memory-based CIL. While a similar observation has also been made in the recent work [29], we go one step further and note that the affine transformation parameters of BN (i.e., $\gamma$ and $\beta$ in (3)) should also be learned in a task-balanced manner. For a demonstration purpose, we train a ResNet-18 model with vanilla BN and exemplar memory of size $|M| = 2000$ on ImageNet-100 split to 10 tasks with 10 classes per task. We test four different CIL procedures including two oracle-based approaches that can access the entire training set during test time to exhibit the necessity of task-balanced statistics and affine-transformations. In Figure 2, JOINT denotes the algorithm that jointly trains the model on all tasks at once, providing an upper bound in average accuracy. On the other hand, FT is the fine-tuning baseline that simply fine-tunes the model on samples from the current task and exemplar memory for each task. Note that FT performs poorly on previous tasks except for the final task, clearly reflecting the issue of biased predictions. UPDATE ($\mu, \sigma^2$) is an oracle scheme that freezes all trainable parameters of the trained FT model, and only recomputes the mean and variance of all BN layers using the entire dataset such that they match the task-balanced population statistics. Finally, UPDATE ($\mu, \sigma^2$) AND ($\gamma, \beta$) denotes another oracle scheme that also re-trains the ($\gamma, \beta$) parameters for all BN layers on the entire dataset, in addition to recomputing the ($\mu, \sigma^2$) statistics.

Figure 2 displays the classification accuracy of four methods on every 2nd task and the average accuracy across all tasks, all measured after training up to the final task. The slight drop in performance of UPDATE ($\mu, \sigma^2$) compared to FT shows that only obtaining the task-balanced ($\mu, \sigma^2$) is not sufficient due to mismatch between the updated ($\mu, \sigma^2$) and the frozen ($\gamma, \beta$). In contrast, when affine-transformation parameters are also recomputed with task-balanced data, we observe a significant boost in average accuracy. This is particularly interesting as the affine-transformation parameters account for less than 1% of the entire model parameters, and simply making them task-balanced along with the empirical ($\mu, \sigma^2$) statistics in BN layers can bring a significant performance boost under a simple FT baseline. Inspired by this example, we develop our Task-Balanced Batch Normalization (TBBN) layer in the next section.
4.2. Task-Balanced Batch Normalization (TBBN)

To solve the problem of BN in the exemplar-based CIL, we propose Task-Balanced Batch Normalization (TBBN) consisting of two components: 1) Task-balanced $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ calculation and 2) Task-balanced training of $\gamma$ and $\beta$.

**Task-balanced $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$ calculation.** As discussed in the previous section, the class imbalance between the current and previous data biases the mean and variance toward the current task. Instead, we propose a task-balanced algorithm that better computes the empirical mean and variance in the current batch. As shown in Figure 3, we design the two different tensor operations: reshape and repeat, applying them to the current and previous parts, respectively. We determine the number of repeat/reshape operations $r$ by the following (6). It determines the value of $r$, which is used to balance the number of batches sampled from the exemplar memory ($\frac{B_c}{t-1}$) and the number of batches of the current task ($\frac{B_p}{r}$) after reshaping with $r$, so that the ratio between them becomes 1:1. Note that $r$ is a hyperparameter that need not be externally tuned, but that our method provides a task-adaptive guidance for automatically selecting $r$:

$$r = \frac{B_c}{B_p \cdot (t-1)},$$

in which $t = 2, \ldots, T$, and $r$ is set to 1 when $t = 1$.

Let $h_{B_c}$ be the input feature map of a BN layer for the current task $t$. After applying the reshape operation $H_{B_c} = FS(h_{B_c}; r) : \mathbb{R}^{B_c \times C \times D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{B_c/r \times C \times r \times D}$ with $r$, we divide $h_{B_c}$ into $r$ splits, where each split has $\frac{B_c}{r}$ numbers of data from the current task. Similarly, let $h_{B_p}$ denote the data from the previous tasks. As $h_{B_p}$ consists of the data uniformly sampled from task 1 to $t-1$, $\frac{B_p}{t-1}$ numbers of data belongs to $h_{B_p}$ for each previous task in expectation. The key insight is that we can make every split balanced by repeating $h_{B_p}$ by $r$ times if the task ratios $\frac{B_c}{B_p}$ and $\frac{B_c}{B_p \cdot (t-1)}$ become equivalent. So that, we repeat $h_{B_p}$ for $r$ times by applying a tensor repeat function $H_{B_p} = FR(h_{B_p}; r) : \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times r \times D}$. Then, we concatenate both tensors along batch axis, $H = (H_{B_c}; H_{B_p}) \in \mathbb{R}^{(B_c/r + B_p) \times C \times r \times D}$, and calculate a task-balanced empirical mean $\hat{\mu} \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times r}$ and variance $\hat{\sigma}^2 \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times r}$ from a horizontally-concatenated task-balanced batch $H$. To update running mean $\mu \in \mathbb{R}^{C}$ and variance $\sigma^2 \in \mathbb{R}^{C}$ for test phase, we average $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{\sigma}^2$ over $r$ splits, later applying these to the exponential moving average (5) to update $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$.

**Task-balanced training of $\gamma$ and $\beta$.** Additionally, we propose a way to train learnable parameters of BN ($\gamma$ and $\beta$) in a task-balanced way to the current task. After calculating the task-balanced $\hat{\mu}$ and $\hat{\sigma}^2$ from $H$, we apply these to normalize the horizontally-concatenated task-balanced batch $H$ via (2). Then, the normalized feature map $\hat{H} \in \mathbb{R}^{(B_c/r + B_p) \times C \times r \times D}$ is affine-transformed by (3) with $\gamma = FRP(\gamma) \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times r}$ and $\beta = FRP(\beta) \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times r}$, resulting in the affine-transformed feature $Y = (Y_{B_c}; Y_{B_p}) \in \mathbb{R}^{(B_c/r + B_p) \times C \times r \times D}$. However, due to the different size of batch axis with the original batch size ($B_c/r + B_p \neq B$), $Y$ cannot be directly forward-propagated toward a next layer. To solve this problem, first, we apply a reverse operation of reshape to $Y_{B_p}$ to obtain $y_{B_p} \in \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times D}$, where $FS^{-1}(Y_{B_p}; r) : \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times r \times D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times D}$. Next, for the case of $Y_{B_p}$, we get $y_{B_p} \in \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times D}$ by averaging $Y_{B_p}$ over $r$ repeats along the axis of channel, such as $y_{B_p} = FA(Y_{B_p}; r) : \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times r \times D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{B_p \times C \times D}$. Finally, we forward-propagate the concatenated feature $y = (y_{B_c}; y_{B_p}) \in \mathbb{R}^{B \times C \times D}$ toward the next layer.

4.2.1 Why does TBBN work?

**Calculating task-balanced $\mu$ and $\sigma^2$.** When performing the standard BN while fixing the number of data instances from previous tasks as $B_p$, the individual statistics $(\mu^{BN}, \sigma^{BN})$ becomes dominated by the current task. As the exponential moving average iteratively averages over biased empirical statistics, BN fails to asymptotically recover population mean and variance. This is especially clear when expanding the BN mean $\mu^{BN}_i$ during training on task $t$ in terms of means $\mu_i$ of the $i$-th task. Assuming that each task contributes uniformly in the global data distribution, $\mu^{BN}_i$
\[
\mu^*_t - \mu^*_B = \frac{B - B_t}{t} \sum_{i=1}^{t} \mu_i + \frac{B_t - B}{(t-1)B} \mu_t.
\]

In a nutshell, BN fails to recover the true population mean unless the mini-batch is balanced such that \(B_t = B/t\). Our proposed TBBN creates \(r\) task-balanced bags of bootstrapped samples such that this balancing is satisfied, and approximates the population statistics \((\mu^*, \sigma^2)^*\) in an unbiased manner.

**Training \(\gamma\) and \(\beta\) with task-balanced gradients.** Note that the gradient for training \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) of the original BN, shown in \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y}\), is biased toward the current task due to the imbalance between \(B_t\) and \(B_p\) in the mini-batch. On the other hand, the above task-balanced process makes both \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) to be trained in a task-balanced way during backpropagation. First, a gradient of \(y\) is back-propagated toward the BN layer and it can be denoted as: \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y} = (\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r) = (\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r)\). Then, the gradients of each current and task’s batch pass the backward operation of \(F_S^{-1}\) and \(F_A\), respectively. As a result, the gradient of \(Y\) becomes:

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y} = \left(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r\right) F_{A,g} \left(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r\right),
\]

in which \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y} \in \mathbb{R}^{(B_t/r+B_p) \times C \times D}\) and \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y} \in \mathbb{R}^{B \times C \times D}\) stands for the backward operation of \(F_S^{-1}\) and \(F_A\), respectively. The backward operation of \(F_S^{-1}\) is the reverse-direction-reshape of a given gradient: \(F_S^{-1}\). In the case of \(F_A\), the backward operation becomes \(F_{A,g} \left(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r\right) = \left(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r\right) \left(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_B}; r\right) \in \mathbb{R}^{B \times C \times D} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{B_t/r \times C \times D}\), where distributes and expands the input gradient divided by \(r\), for \(r\) times. As a result, a gradient of \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) becomes:

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \beta} = F_{P,g} \left(\sum_{b,d=1}^{B_t/r+B_p} \frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_b,d}; r\right),
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \beta} = F_{P,g} \left(\sum_{b,d=1}^{B_t/r+B_p} \frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_b,d}; r\right),
\]

in which \(F_{P,g}\) denotes the backward operation of \(F_P\), which is the sum of gradients over \(r\): \(F_{P,g}(g;r) = \sum_{i=1}^{r}((g_1), \ldots, (g_r)) : \mathbb{R}^{C \times r} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{C}\) and \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y_b,d} \in \mathbb{R}^C\) and \(\mathbb{H}_{b,d} \in \mathbb{R}^C\). Note that the core differences with the gradients of the original BN shown in \(\frac{\partial L}{\partial Y}\): First, the summed up gradients are configured to be task-balanced. Second, in the case of the gradient of \(\gamma\), the task-balanced batch \(\hat{H}\), normalized by the task-balanced mean and variance, is used to get the gradient. As a result, \(\gamma\) and \(\beta\) can be trained in a more task-balanced way, so that they can do their part of BN at test time where the entire task’s test data is given jointly.

Note that both the pseudo code and implementation details of TBBN are proposed in supplementary materials.

### 5. Experimental Results

**Datasets and Evaluation.** We mainly evaluate our method on the offline CIL settings leveraging CIFAR-100 [19] and ImageNet-100 [10] datasets: for each dataset, we divide 100 classes into 10 disjoint sets, and consider each set to constitute a single task (i.e. \(T = 10\) and \(m = 10\)). Following previous work [7][9][24], we evaluate all normalization methods based on four different metrics, such as final accuracy \((A_f)\), average accuracy \((A_a)\), forgetting measure \((F)\), and learning accuracy \((A_l)\). The detailed explanation for the metrics can be found in the supplementary materials.

**Baselines.** For backbone architectures, we follow the offline CIL setup proposed in [23] using ResNet-32 [13] for CIFAR-100 [19] and ResNet-18 for ImageNet-100 [10]. In addition, we use exemplar memory with size \(|M| = 2000\) and incrementally update \(M\) via a class-balanced random sampling strategy after each task. To test our method under various offline CIL algorithms, we consider E2IL [6] and LUCIR [15], for which implementations are available in the benchmark environment provided by [24]. We also run SS-IL [1], POD-Net [12] and AFC [18], which are considered state-of-the-art in offline CIL, using their official code. Finetuning (FT) stands for a naive baseline which only utilizes the exemplar memory without using any explicit methods. For comparison across different normalization approaches, we simply replace all BN layers in the backbone model with one of the following: Instance Normalization (IN) [37], Group Normalization (GN) [40], Switch Normalization (SN) [22], Batch Renormalization (BRN) [16], Continual Normalization (CN) [29], and our proposed TBBN. We use official implementations for each baseline method published by the respective authors. Note that CN and GN require a hyperparameter \(G\) that sets the group size during feature-level normalization. For our experiments, we use \(G = 16\) when training ResNet-32 on CIFAR-100 and \(G = 32\) when training ResNet-18 on ImageNet-100. Further details on experimental settings are in the supplementary material.

#### 5.1. Quantitative Results

**Effect of normalization layers in offline CIL.** Table 1 shows experimental results for FT on 10-task offline CIL setups on CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-100. First, we find that normalization layers previously developed for single task supervised learning (e.g., IN [37], GN [40], SN [22] and BRN [16]) are not effective in offline CIL scenarios compared to BN. Both IN and GN especially show notable performance degradation with respect to all four metrics. Furthermore, CN [29] does not lead to significant improvement, which is in contrast to the performance gain previously demonstrated in online CIL by the original paper. This shows that the benefit of adding the channel-level GN to BN is obscured when naïve BN is exposed to imbalanced mini-batches for multiple epochs. On the other hand, we confirm...
that simply replacing BN with TBBN increases both $A_f$ and $A_a$ in both datasets without any additional hyperparameters. We find that the performance gain mainly comes from the increased stability as well as plasticity as we see improvements in both $F$ and $A_f$. TBBN especially shows significantly less forgetting, supporting our insight that preventing sample statistics from becoming biased to the current task via task-balanced normalization effectively retains information from past tasks leading to a better accuracy.

Table 1. Experimental results for FT with varying normalization layers on CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-100. Bold indicates the best performance in each metric.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CIFAR-100 w/ ResNet-32</th>
<th>ImageNet-100 w/ ResNet-18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_f$ ($A_a$)</td>
<td>$F_l$ ($A_f$)</td>
<td>$F_l$ ($A_a$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>35.41 (53.88)</td>
<td>43.48 (78.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>31.72 (46.84)</td>
<td>47.72 (84.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>31.26 (44.53)</td>
<td>43.22 (79.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>36.29 (53.64)</td>
<td>42.91 (87.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRN</td>
<td>36.08 (52.58)</td>
<td>40.46 (87.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN*</td>
<td>35.06 (54.43)</td>
<td>41.90 (80.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBBN</td>
<td>38.46 (56.17)</td>
<td>43.20 (87.82)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Applying TBBN to other CIL baselines. We also confirm that the advantage of TBBN is extended to other CIL methods. We consider the same 10-task offline CIL setup from CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-100, and run a total of six different CIL methods while simply replacing the BN layers in the model with either CN or TBBN.

Table 2 shows the corresponding results. First, the most recently proposed CIL methods, SSIL and AFC, achieve the best performance in terms of final accuracy $A_f$. Especially in ImageNet-100, they surpass all other baselines in both $A_f$ and $A_a$, as previously reported in the original papers. Second, replacing BN with CN does not show consistent improvement across datasets and CIL methods. For instance, while EEIL+CN produces a considerable performance gain in ImageNet-100, CN fails to outperform BN when combined with more recent CIL algorithms such as PODNet and AFC. On the other hand, our TBBN consistently improves performance in $A_f$ and $A_a$, except when applied on PODNet in CIFAR-100. Following the observation in the previous experiment, we again confirm that the performance gain of TBBN is mostly due to reduction in $F$ (i.e. enhanced stability) while maintaining or increasing $A_f$ (i.e. enhanced plasticity). In all, applying TBBN to the SOTA baselines achieves new SOTA performance in both datasets. We plotted a graph of these experiments in the supplementary materials, and we could confirm that TBBN enhances the average accuracy at every step of training compared to BN, while CN shows performance loss for some PODNet and AFC.

Applying TBBN to other architectures. To check the applicability of TBBN to other architectures, we selected four CNN-based architectures (e.g., ResNet-34 [13], ShuffleNet-V2 [15], MobileNet-V2 [31], and MnasNet (x0.5) [25]) which contain the BN layer as a default, and conducted experiments by replacing BN with TBBN in the 10 tasks scenario using the ImageNet-100 dataset. Table 3 demonstrates that our TBBN can be successfully applied to various types of architecture, increasing both $A_f$ and $A_a$ concurrently.

Table 3. Experimental results with varying backbone architectures on ImageNet-100. Bold indicates the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ResNet-34</th>
<th>ShuffleNet-V2</th>
<th>MobileNet-v2</th>
<th>MnasNet (x0.5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_f$</td>
<td>$A_a$</td>
<td>$A_f$</td>
<td>$A_a$</td>
<td>$A_f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>41.38 (62.00)</td>
<td>34.74 (55.37)</td>
<td>38.86 (57.43)</td>
<td>44.88 (62.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>46.72 (64.76)</td>
<td>38.82 (58.17)</td>
<td>42.66 (60.41)</td>
<td>48.94 (67.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>51.18 (65.27)</td>
<td>42.86 (59.69)</td>
<td>47.72 (62.25)</td>
<td>51.60 (69.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>35.06 (54.43)</td>
<td>43.22 (79.19)</td>
<td>45.18 (87.82)</td>
<td>57.02 (83.05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results on dissimilar tasks. Several benchmark datasets (e.g., CIFAR-10-100 and ImageNet dataset) have been used to evaluate a CIL method. The CIL scenario made from random class orderings of these datasets has small domain shifts due to high similarity between tasks [24]. In this regard, we believe that the CIL scenario using CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-100 datasets is not the best setting to check whether the proposed normalization layer is suitable for the CIL. Therefore, we design the CIL scenario, which has large domain shifts, with five distinct datasets such as CIFAR-10 [19], SVHN [27], STL-10 [8], MNIST [11] and Fashion-MNIST [41]. We divide 10 classes of each dataset into 2 tasks and construct the CIL scenario consisting of 10 tasks (2 tasks × 5 datasets). Note that task ordering is randomly shuffled by random seed and more details for experimental settings are proposed in the supplementary materials.

In Table 4 we observe that applying CN is sometimes harmful and only achieves minor improvement for FT and LUCIR. On the other hand, we again confirm that TBBN constantly makes enhancement of $A_f$ and $A_a$ by diminishing $F$ but well maintaining $A_f$, for all methods. This result underscores the robustness of our TBBN even for the difficult CIL scenario consisting of dissimilar tasks.
5.2. Qualitative Analysis

Reduction in biased predictions. For a more detailed analysis for the effect of TBBN, we investigated a type of misclassification, following by the experiment proposed in [3], and the analysis result for finetuning with the ImageNet-100 dataset (10-tasks) are reported in Figure 4. This figure presents the number of four types of misclassification. For example, C → P stands for the number of misclassification current task’s data to another class in previous tasks (t = 1, . . . , 9). Among four types, P → C, which is the number of misclassification of the previous task’s data toward the current task’s data, is called as biased prediction, knowing as the major cause of degrading performance in CIL [1][39]. As already reported in previous works [3][39], FT + BN seriously suffers from the biased prediction, resulting in the largest number of total misclassification. In the case of both CN variants and TBBN, we confirm that the gain of reducing the total number of misclassifications comes from diminishing the number of biased predictions (P → C). Especially, our TBBN significantly alleviates the biased prediction than CN variants. As a result, FT + TBBN achieves the lowest number of total misclassifications despite the increase of P → P caused by the reduced biased prediction.

Ablation studies. Table 5 presents ablation study for TBBN using the CIFAR-100 dataset (10 tasks). First, both Case 1 and Case 2 represent the ablation study for task-balanced mean and variance. We confirm that only calculating task-balanced running mean μ and variance σ² in (5) for test phase (Case 1) or using a task-balanced running mean ̃σ and variance ̃σ² for training phase (Case 2) affect final performance negatively, due to mismatch of values (μ, σ²) for normalization in training and test phases. Case 3 shows the experimental result where calculating task-balanced mean and variance is only applied. However, as we already confirmed in Figure 2 of the Section 4.1, only considering task-balanced mean and variance cannot make a difference in performance with the original BN. The opposite case (Case 4) where γ and β are trained in a task-balanced manner also shows a similar tendency, demonstrating the performance enhancement by TBBN can be obtained only when the proposed components are used together.

Additionally, we compare GPU memory cost, training time and inference time of each case. Because of both reshape and repeat operations consisting of TBBN, TBBN requires maximum ×1.6 of GPU memory and takes more ×1.3 of training time than the original BN. However, note that there is no additional cost at test time because TBBN works to be identical to the original BN.

6. Concluding Remarks

We propose a simple but effective method, called Task-Balance Batch Normalization, for exemplar-based CIL. Starting from an analysis of the problem of the original BN, namely, the biased mean and variance calculation toward the current task, we devise a novel method to calculate the task-balanced mean and variance for normalization. Furthermore, we propose a method for the task-balanced training of parameters for affine transformation. From extensive experiments with CIFAR-100, ImageNet-100 and dissimilar tasks, we demonstrate that our TBBN can be easily applied to various existing CIL methods, further improving their performance.
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